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Sally Collins competing in
the W65 at the Sprint
Championships

John Briggs (M60)
tackling the Middle
Championships

Stefan Stasiuk (M65)
at the Sprints

British Sprint and Middle
Championships
1st-2nd September 2018
University of Bath /
Stockhill
(All photos by Steve Rush)
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Editorial
Just as we were getting used to it, the early summer heatwave came to an end and our
weather became more normal. Those attending the Lakes 5 Days were treated to a very
wet first day although the rest of the week was better. Our summer picnic in August
remained dry and warm although cloudy. And now we are approaching Autumn with the
expectation of cooler weather and damper ground.
But whatever the weather or season, orienteering can provide for interesting challenges
and an opportunity to visit new parts of the country. Although for most people, this is
being out in lovely parts of the countryside, as my experience of the recent London City
Race showed, even urban events can provide fascinating highlights. The start was adjacent to the Town
of London, I ran past Morris dancers on the South Bank, saw the Monument to the Fire of London, dodged
around guests attending a wedding at Southwark Cathedral, intrigued tourists on their way to Borough
Market and I caught a glimpse of the Golden Hind ship. But now I am looking forward to the changing
colours of autumn and getting back into the forests and heaths of southern England. I hope you can also
enjoy the varied pleasures that comes with our sport.
David Jukes

Club Notes

Keeping you informed about the club and its members
Level A Events
The start of September saw a busy weekend with the British Sprint Championships at the
University of Bath on Saturday 1st September followed by the British Middle Championships at
nearby Stockhill on Sunday 2nd September.
British Sprint Championships
The sprint competition consists of
an initial set of heats to determine
who runs in their ‘A’ or ‘B’ (or ‘C’)
final staged a couple of hours later.
The University is a modern campus
built near the top of a hill. One
large building complex has an
underground service area as well
as a pedestrian terrace at an upper
level. However, as the whole
structure is on a slope, deciding on
the optimum routes in and out can
be complex. Some novel map
symbols were used (see extract
shown on the right) and these were
explained in the final details.
Ian Cooper once again proved to be capable of identifying the best routes and completing them
at speed. He won his M75 heat and then went on to easily win the final beating his rival Tom
Edelsten (CHIG) by nearly 4 minutes. Others making their A Final included Adam Methven
(M14), John Briggs (M60), Christine Artus (W65) and Denise Harper (W65). Commiserations
to Nigel Hoult (M65) who missed out by just one second but then came second in his B final
Cover Picture: Our cover photo this
issue shows Christine Artus
finishing in the final of this year’s
British Sprint Championships at the
University of Bath earlier this month.
Christine is the subject of this issue’s
‘Know your Club Member’ on pages 7
-8.

Photo credit: Steve Rush (BOK)

Apologies:
Apologies to the following for omitting their names in
the July Newsletter: Bo Öqvist who contributed the
article on World Orienteering Day (pages 9-10) and
Mark Saunders who put together and wrote parts of
the article on the Harvester Trophy (pages 10-12).
Also apologies to Brian Burt - I incorrectly stated that
Brian Sewell was a qualified first aider when in fact it
was Brian Burt.
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and to Lisa Methven (W45) who missed a control in her heat but then, although classified as
’non competitive’, had the fastest time in her B final.
British Middle Championships
The day following the Sprints saw orienteers
assembling at Stockhill, in the Mendip Hills.
The final details included this description of
the terrain: “The ground features are a product
of the rise and fall of lead mining over 2000
years. This has resulted in extensive areas of
old workings – pits, depressions ranging from
small to enormous, rock outcrops, long gullies
and small hills.” The result is a complex terrain
needing intense concentration - the perfect
mix for a ‘middle’ event. An extract of the map
is shown on the right
And how did BKO members cope with this
area? Yet again, Ian Cooper rose to the
challenge and convincingly won the M75 class
by over 5 minutes. Some other notable results
were achieved by Adam Methven (7th in
M14), Neil Frankum (23rd in M45) and Stefan Stasiuk (13th in M65). Neil appears to be
something of a ‘middle’ specialist as this result gave him his highest national ranking score since
last year’s British Middle Championships.
Urban Leagues
In the national UK Urban League, since the last Newsletter, there have been just two events -

Two top podium positions within 24 hours! Ian Cooper achieved Gold in
both British Sprint and Middle Championships. The photo above shows the
Sprint podium and, on the right, the Middle podium.
(Photo credit: Sprint - Steve Rush; Middle - Scott Bailey)
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both much further north with no obvious BKO members attending. However for the Southern
England League (the SEOUL), there have been three further events.
On the 14th July, Wimborne Orienteers staged an event at Bridport. On a rather disappointing
turnout, it was an opportunity to gain high scores. Taking full advantage of this was Nigel Hoult
who won the Men Ultra Vet course to take the full 100 points. At TVOC’s event at Thame on the
9th September, a much larger field included 21 BKO members. John Briggs achieved 8th in the
Men Super Vet class with Ian Cooper (2nd) and Nigel Hoult (4th) doing well in MUV and Peter
Bennett coming 3rd in MHV. Amongst our women, Fiona Clough was 6th in WSV and Denise
Harper 2nd in WUV. Most recently, on the 16th September, North Wiltshire Orienteers held an
event at Cirencester. Here Martin Wilson came in first on the MUV course with Nigel Hoult
again taking 4th position. It can also be reported that Gill Bennet took first position in the WHV
class (although she would not mind it being mentioned that she was the only competitor!).

So where does this leave BKO
members in the SEOUL? Details of
our highly places members are
shown in the table. There are a
further 4 events to go and a
competitor’s top 8 scores count so
there is still time for quite significant
changes. However Gill’s second
place in WHV looks likely to be her
final position - unless she wins all
four of the remaining races!

Class

Name

Position

Points

Events

WV (40+)

Toni Whittle

2

706

9

MUV (65+)

Nigel Hoult

3

720

9

WUV (65+)

Denise Harper

3

647

7

MHV (75+)

Peter Bennett

1

582

8

WHV (75+)

Gill Bennett

2

777
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Finally, on ‘Urban News’, there was the London City Race on the 8th September. This was not
part of either the SEOUL or the UKUL but was part of the Euro City Tour. BKO results were not
as good this year as last except we can record that Kezia Jukes, competing with her BAOC
membership rather than under the BKO banner, was 6th in the Women’s Elite.
Committee News
The club’s Committee met in the middle of September and this is a summary of some of the
matters discussed:
Concorde Chase 2019: As reported in the last Newsletter, we have had discussions with SN over
the possible use of one of their large army areas for our Concorde Chase. The reason for this
is that we are short of suitable areas and that, due to the recently introduced access charges,
the army areas are currently only economic for major events. It has now been agreed that we
can use Long Valley North near Aldershot for our 2019 event in January 2019. We are grateful
to SN for this arrangement.
Event Secretary: Andy Parry has decided that, with immediate effect, he will no longer be able to
act as our Event Co-ordinator which is mainly concerned with the scheduling of future events
and obtaining permission from landowners. This is an important role and the committee
needs the position to be filled quite quickly. Although we have a planned schedule for most of
the next 9 months, plans beyond this need to be progressed quite soon. Please consider
whether you can support the club in taking on this role. Offers to Chairman Simon Moore.
Event Officials: Although there is a schedule of forthcoming events, we are also short of
volunteers for officials including organisers and planners. The term ‘organiser’ might seem
quite scary but for our Saturday events in particular, the amount of actual organising is limited.
One major component, providing computing support for registration and download, is handled
separately by a dedicated team led by Brian Sewell. So there is a more limited role for the
‘organiser’ - and there is always support and guidance available from those with experience.
Note however that organisers and planners should have attended an event safety workshop.
See next page for details of your next opportunity to attend one!
AGM: Yes, the Committee is already discussing the date and location of the AGM to be held next
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February! The preferred date is now 8th February and we are likely to return to the same
location as last year (Sand Martins Golf Club) but the previous year’s location (Downshire Golf
Club) is also being considered.
The next meeting of the committee will be on the 15th November. Please let the Secretary know
if you have any matters you want discussed.
Lymes Disease – from the perspective of a person with no medical qualifications
This item was prepared by Debbie Robinson (ex BKO member now with SN) for publication in
the SN Newsletter. She offered it to us for wider circulation.
I’m guessing that most of you are familiar with the “bull’seye” to look out for after a tick bite. This is an indicator that
you need to go and get checked out by your doctor as you
probably have Lymes Disease.
But I didn’t know – and want to spread the word - that
approximately 25% of the people who get infected by the
little blighters don’t have the bull’s-eye appear! You are
then left to recognise the other signs of Lymes Disease
which are all far more inconclusive, can be caused by lots
of other things and can take weeks, months or even years
to appear. So, if you have had a tick bite, bear Lymes
Disease in mind if you have flu-like symptoms, aching
muscles, joint pain (especially knees), fatigue, heart
problems, nerve problems or trouble with memory /
concentration.
Your doctor can give you a blood test to detect the
antibodies produced because of the bacterium in your body
(if the test isn’t done too early) and then Lymes Disease can be treated with 3-4 weeks’ worth
of antibiotics. Symptoms should disappear soon after the treatment.
Note: Although we live in a high-risk area, not all ticks carry Lymes bacterium so getting a tick
bite doesn’t necessarily mean you will get the disease.

Saturday 6th October – BKO Event Safety Workshop
All events need to have officials capable of ensuring that the event meets the rules of the sport
but also that they take place safely. It is now a requirement,
linked to the insurance cover provided nationally, that all major
officials at orienteering events and planners/coaches at
training evenings should have attended an event safety
workshop. We are lucky in the club to have Katy Stubbs who
is qualified to provide these workshops. She has agreed to
put one on for us on Saturday 6th October from 9.00 - 1.00
at Katy’s home in Winnersh.
This is a workshop which looks at all aspects of safety at
events from both the planning and organisation sides in a
workshop environment. It is suitable for people with all levels
of experience, from those just starting to get involved, to more
experienced officials. The club needs additional officials so, if
you have not attended a Workshop, please consider joining us
for this one.
Please e-mail Katy on katystubbsbko@gmail.com to book
your place or to ask for additional information.
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JK 2019 - Further Request for Volunteers
Next Easter sees this international fiestival of orienteering staged here in the SCOA region.
All the events are close to us in Berkshire: Good Friday 19th April – Aldershot Garrison
(Sprint), Saturday 20th April – Old Windmill Hill, Mytchett (Middle distance), Easter Sunday
21st April – Cold Ash, Newbury (Classic distance), and, Monday 22nd April – Minley (Relays)
BKO are organising Day 3 so it is particularly important that as a club we provide a good show
of volunteers but helpers would be very welcome for any of the other 3 days. All helpers will be
given £5 worth of vouchers to be spent any day with any of the traders. Toni Whittle has
provided this update on the recruitment of BKO volunteers:
“Thank you to all BKO members who have come forward to volunteer at the JK next year.
We have approx. 20 people, who have offered their time, but there are still plenty of duties that
would benefit from more people getting on board to help at this significant club event.
As a reminder we will ensure that any helpers also get to compete if they wish to.
If you can assist over the JK weekend, please drop me an email with your
availability and whether you would like to run and I can include you in our
growing team of volunteers.
Many thanks”
Please contact Toni on: toni.whittle@intl.verizon.com

Know Your Club Members — Christine Artus
Christine has had some good results recently including a win
at the SN SEOUL event at Staines. So, time to find a bit more
about her before she hits the really big time!
Age/Class?
•

I’ve just moved up to W65 so in theory I should do well
this year…..

Family circumstances?
•

I have 2 sons and 1 baby grandson – all 4 or 5 hours
away unfortunately. My husband does not orienteer.

How did you start orienteering?
•

I was born in London and had scarcely heard of
orienteering until I went to Newcastle-upon-Tyne
University. I tried orienteering once but no-one spoke
to me in the coach and I lost my race number forcing
my way through a thicket. I didn’t go again! The next
orienteering event I went to was near Micheldever as a
walk with my husband and 2 young sons, one of whom
insisted on picking up stones, putting them in his
pockets and then being too tired to walk. Another long
gap and I joined BKO in 2006.

Best achievement/success?
•

Well I did come 1st in a recent urban event – but there
were only 4 entries in my class!

Christine enjoying our
Summer Urban event at
Birch Hill this year

Worst event/most embarrassing orienteering moment/biggest goof?
•

Going from control 5 to 9 at Wellington College a few years back, because I was holding
the map upside down. The next time I was there (SE sprint champs) I ran straight from 2 to
4 and didn’t even look for 3.
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Favourite area and/or terrain?
•

Anywhere with bluebells, deer or toadstools is a winner. I’m not so keen on brambles or
marshes. I’m much better at urban races - maybe because they are shorter and I can
keep in contact with the map.

Other activities/interests?
•

I met my husband at the NU Mountaineering Club. Rock climbing was purely an outdoor
hobby in those days. I no longer climb but I enjopy hill walking, skiing and tennis and
gardening. I also sing in a choir and play recorder in a small group.

Employment?
•

I’m retired – previously I was an analyst/programmer with a small software house then IT
officer in Local Government.

What training do you do?
•

In terms of speed, very little; I jog with a slow friend whilst we gossip and occasionally I
go for a short run on my own. I Salute the Sun every morning which helps with flexibility.

What is the best thing about orienteering?
•

Being outdoors in great surroundings. The combination of mental and physical activity.

What is the worst thing about orienteering?
•

Muddy forests on rainy days. Driving home in wet clothes.

Orienteering ambition?
•

To enjoy every outing. To complete every course. To improve my navigation – especially
my ability to discern vegetation boundaries.

What have you done that no one else is likely to/will have done?
•

I gave birth to our first child in the hospital in Honiara, Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. The
hospital was a wartime hospital built by the Americans who called it the "Ninth Station".
So “numba 9” rather like M.A.S.H. 4077.

New Club Kit
Did you miss ordering a new club O-top with the first order? Don’t worry!
A second order will be submitted as soon as more people request one.
No need to wait for Christmas - they are perfect for summer and early
autumn events. To order your own top, e-mail Simon Moore
(simon@bray12.plus.com)
Cost £25 each. For sizes, see: https://
www.bryzosport.com/orienteeringshirts
They come highly recommended! Read this
review by Club Captain, Martin Wilson:
“I used the new BKO top for most of my
WMOC races. I found it excellent in the
warm weather, very soft to the skin and
clear of moisture. It looks really good, very
modern, and only needed one wash! I can
recommend it as your ‘Sunday best’ for
major competitions, particularly in the
summer, when our old top is really too
warm. I hope many of you will add it to your
wardrobe.”
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In August, the club staged an urban event at Birch Hill, Bracknell, prior to the Club Picnic.
Mark Saunders set three courses including one called ‘Medium’. This had 20 controls and
the location of each one is shown in the map extracts below. On the next three pages are 19
photos taken at the event and showing the actual control sites (although one is missing!).
Your challenge is to try and match the photos (labelled A-S) to the correct control (1-20).
Good luck. The correct answers will be in the next issue. For a complete version of the map
on Routegadget, go to:
http://www.bko.routegadget.co.uk/rg2/#138&course=2
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Orienteering at the Berkshire School Games, 2018.
Denise Harper
This year has yet again seen BKO successfully deliver school orienteering competitions
throughout the county, culminating with the county final, held for the second year at Bisham
Abbey National Sports Centre, near Marlow.
BKO supported qualifying competitions in West Berkshire, (two events, one each for East and
West), Bracknell, Slough, and Ascot & Maidenhead. These competitions were held during April
and May, both on school and park sites, and needless to say, involved a great deal of assistance
from the BKO volunteer team to run them, as each competition involves running a mini event with
12 team members from each school, running as 6 pairs at one minute intervals.
True to form, there are always last minute hitches, and this time was no exception. We arrived at
our first competition for West Berks, held at St Andrew’s School, to find that, without the usual
liaison with Glyn Thomas, we didn’t have use of our expected base, as the hall had become a
work site/builders equipment storage area. Fortunately it was a warm sunny day, so we found a
small space outside with a sliver of shade from which to operate. Such a difference from the
horrendous conditions of 2017! The competition was very tight with a tie between Robert
Sandilands and Aldermaston for 1st place, with R.S. winning based on BOF British Schools
rules.
Next up the following day was the Bracknell competition at Memorial Park, Sandhurst. Another
fine sunny day, with one new school entry from The Pines, and Binfield Primary emerging as
clear winners from a relatively small entry of just 6 teams.
A few days later and it was on to Park House School in Newbury for the second W. Berks
competition. With a reduced number of teams this year, we were at last able to finish within the
time frame with Falklands Primary as clear winners
We then had a slight breather before the last two qualifying events, at Slough and Maidenhead.
Same venues as last year, Langley Park School in Slough, where our task is always helped
enormously by very cooperative school staff and helpers, and Desborough College in
Maidenhead. Godolphin were the winners for Slough, by just 1 point, and St Edmund Campion
were easy winners at Maidenhead, helped no doubt by some team members having run there
the year before on a very similar course. This can always be an issue where we are not able to
alternate venues from year to year.
Reviewing the competitions last year, after logistical problems caused by being overwhelmed
with entries from West Berks, which were then
followed by too many No Shows, procedures were
tightened up for this year, and entries restricted. We
reduced the maximum number of team entries from
unlimited(!) to 12, (still too many for a 1 hour time
slot) with instructions not to enter unless there was
genuine commitment from the outset, with plenty of
notice to be given in case of non attendance, to
allow other teams on the waiting lists to compete
instead. So it was hugely disappointing that in the 2
W. Berks competitions, from initial entries of 12
teams with waiting lists, we only had 7 teams at the
first event and 8 at the second, with a number of No
Shows only notifying us a day before, on the day, or
for one school, not at all. As many of these
absences were known about beforehand, far more
effort could have been made to resolve the cause or
offer the place to another team early enough for
them to be able to take part. Grrr!
A very welcome break then followed before the
county final at the Berkshire School Games at
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Bisham Abbey on June 27th. We had had some issues last year, one of which was having to
create a taped route for the first few controls, which was then swamped by hordes of school
teams setting up their bases for the day under the trees which were our control sites. The other
issue was the perennial clash with Cycling, who, despite prior agreement with the Event
Manager, always try their hardest to encroach on our patch by attempting to set up on the area
where our competitors will be running.
This year, being forewarned, we managed to get marshals out early on the course to keep it
clear, and largely left it to the Event Manager to fight our corner with Cycling, with the promise
from us that we would clear our area by 11.30, which we did, for them to prepare for their
afternoon event.
We had entries from all but one of the 8 Berkshire School Sports Partnerships – Windsor being
the only one not attending this year. Unfortunately, yet again, we had another No Show from
West Berkshire, with notification only the day before that Robert Sandilands wouldn’t be coming –
thus depriving Aldermaston, with whom they had tied on points for the W. Berks win, of the
chance to represent their district.
We were lucky to have another beautiful day, though fortunately not quite as hot as predicted
The competition itself proceeded very smoothly and efficiently, with many compliments received
from school staff and children, who do appreciate the efforts expended to make this such a
superb event. The winning team, was Maidenhead, with Bracknell 2nd, and West Berks 3rd
(Falklands) , followed by Slough, Reading then Wokingham.
After clearing up, the
BKO team then enjoyed
a very well earned picnic
in the Bisham Abbey
grounds, relieved that we
had yet again completed
another very successful
season of schools
competitions. Because of
so many No Shows from
West Berks, our numbers
were down this year
compared to 2017, but
this seems to be a
problem that is
particularly hard to
resolve.

A job well done … the BKO crew relaxing
after the final at Bisham Abbey

This year on some occasions I have had difficulties recruiting enough helpers to run these
events, so my grateful thanks go to all the magnificent willing volunteers, without whom none of
this would be possible, especially stalwarts Jane, Katy, and Sally who offered to help at every
event, and of course to Eric (who has no option!). I am very appreciative of all offers of
assistance, from everyone else who volunteered, too, and also for the services of those who
were somewhat press-ganged to assist when I was sometimes struggling for sufficient helpers.
As we finalise the fixtures for next year, it would be really appreciated if anyone who could spare
just a couple of hours to help out considers offering to volunteer. It makes it so much easier for
me to organise if I have too many, rather than too few helpers, and the rewards of seeing the
children enjoying the competitions and the appreciation of the school staff do make it all
worthwhile.
Dates for your diary, 2019.
•
•
•
•
•

March 29th
Bracknell
Early April? TBC Maidenhead
April 25th TBC W. Berks at St Andrew’s
April 29th
Slough
April 30th
W. Berks at Park House School
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Top Events:

Autumn and Early Winter 2018

Here is a personal selection by your Editor of some of the highlights to look forward to in the
coming months..
As indicated, there are a large number of events within about one hour drive of Reading.
Perhaps the top events to consider are the November Classic on the 4th November and the
Southern Championships on the 25th November. Autumn in the New Forest can be lovely and
there are two SOC Level D events on good New Forest terrain shown below. For the urban
enthusiast, there are 4 events on 4 consecutive weekends at the end of October and beginning
of November. For those looking at just local events, there are three BKO events shown and an
SN event at Wellington College (but shown on their website as ‘to be confirmed’).
Plenty for everyone!

27th October:
OUOC Urban
(UKUL/SEOUL)
Oxford

2nd December:
TVOC SCOL
Shotover

13th October:
BKO Saturday
Event
Swinley East, Bracknell
18th November:
BKO SCOL
Black Park,
Slough

15th December:
BKO Saturday Event
Burghfield, Reading
10th November:
BADO Urban (SEOUL)
Kempshott

16th December:
SN SE League EVent

7th October:
SOC Event (Level D)
Salisbury Trench, New Forest

Wellington College

11th November:

2nd December
SOC Event (Level D)
Highland Water, New Forest

LOK SE League
Holmbury Hill
20th October:

28th October:
SARUM SCOL
Hamptworth

GO Urban (UKUL/SEOUL)
Godalming
3rd November:
BAOC Urban

4th November:
November Classic
Hampton Ridge, New
Forest

25th November:

Winchester

Southern Championships
24th November:
Southern Night
Championships
Puttenham Common
and Britty Wood
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Hindhead & Devil's
Punchbowl

Event Summary
This listing shows a selection of forthcoming events — most of the local events and some of the more
important ones from further afield. For a full listing, look at the British Orienteering web site.

Date

Name

Level

Club

Venue

Town

Sun 30 Sept Dorset Delight

Regional

WSX

Agglestone
Heath

Poole

Sun 7 Oct

Salisbury Trench

Local

SOC

New Forest

Bramshaw

Sat 13 Oct

BKO Winter Saturday
Series

Local

BKO

Swinley East

Bracknell

Sat 20 Oct

UKUL/ SEOUL Urban

Regional

GO

Charterhouse
and Farncombe

Godalming

Sun 21 Oct

HH Jack of Herts

Regional

HH

Northaw

Potters Bar

Sat 27 Oct

UKUL/ SEOUL Urban

Local

OUOC

Oxford

Oxford

Sun 28 Oct

SCOL1

Regional

SARUM

Hamptworth

Downton

Sat 3 Nov

Urban

Regional

BAOC

Winchester City

Winchester

Sun 4 Nov

November Classic

National

SOC

Hampton Ridge

Southampton

Sat 10 Nov

SEOUL Urban

Regional

BADO

Kempshott

Basingstoke

Sun 11 Nov

LOK SE League event

National

LOK

Holmbury Hill

Dorking

Regional BKO

Black Park

Slough

National

GO

Puttenham
Common and
Britty Wood

Puttenham

Major

SN

Hindhead &
Devil's
Punchbowl

Hindhead

Regional

TVOC

Shotover Country
Oxford
Park

Sun 18 Nov

SCOL2

Sat 24 Nov

Southern Night
Champs (UKOL)

Sun 25 Nov

Southern Champs
(UKOL)

Sun 2 Dec

SCOL3

Sun 2 Dec

Highland Water

Local

SOC

New Forest

Southampton

Sun 9 Dec

CHIG Mitre SE League
Event

National

CHIG

Epping NW

Epping

Sat 15 Dec

BKO Winter Saturday
Series

Local

BKO

Burghfield
Common

Mortimer

Sun 16 Dec

SN Wellington College

Regional

SN

Wellington
College

Wokingham

Sat 22 Dec

SO Brighton City Race

Regional

SO

Brighton

Brighton
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From the Archives
50 years ago, in October 1968, the club held a night event at Tweseldown Common, now
part of Long Valley North. A report of the event, written by Darrell Cruickshank, was the sole
item in the subsequent newsletter. His description follows….
Our night event on 5th October was run for us by R.E.M.E., and as usual, Terry Bunyard did a
first class job.
My main problem was lighting and I decided to try a head set, bolting a lantern head to a
construction site helmet with the leads going to a battery in my hip pocket. It gave excellent
illumination, and of course, when I turned my head the light beam stayed with me. Both hands
were left free, the compass was not affected, and I could see overhead branches before I hit
them. The disadvantages were the lift and bump of the helmet and battery at anything more than
a walk which also induced a most disconcerting flashing on and off like a light house.
The organisation was the same as for a day event except that it was all indoors, including the
master map area, and with all systems “go” I plunged into the darkness in my usual confused way
wondering how I was to get to No. 1.
Actually it was quite simple though it did
not seem so at the time. A convenient
path led all the way on a direct compass
bearing and the main difficulty was first
finding the path and second choosing
the correct one of many divisions. I
expect all the paths were really the same
one but this did not occur to me as I
manfully took decision after decision.
Step counting seemed very accurate
and in due time the control appeared,
marked in the usual way with the
addition of a little red electric light,
lifejacket style. There seemed to be a lot
of people about but as I walked off to
No. 2 they all crashed into the woods
ahead of me. This leg was again mainly
Above: An extract from Darrell’s map
showing his course (actual size).
Below: The control description sheet
for the course.
Left: The Newsletter with the report.
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by track and I suspect that my excursions into
various bushes could have been avoided in daylight
by seeing a nearby alternative. Close to No. 2 a
competitor ran past me in gum boots. Wearing
gardening shoes I felt that a man in gum boots
should not make better speed, but on working up to
a gallop my light beam began to flash on and off as I
short circuited. Only the arrival at No. 2 saved me
from disaster and I knew that running was out with
my equipment.
The direct route to No. 3 passed straight through
what appeared to be dense forest, but a track led not
far to the left, so I took this and step counted until I
estimated that I was abreast of No. 3, turned right
angles to the right, and moved into the forest. I
appeared to be in a re-entrant and looking around
saw a competitor crashing through the forest on my
right apparently without a light. Almost immediately I
saw the control on my left but to my surprise, the
figure in the forest did not follow me to it. There was
no obvious route away from No. 3 so I went up to the
top of the hill more in hope than in expectation and,
Lo, a track leading in the right direction. I was over
half way to No.4 before I had to take to the bushes
again, only to find them very marshy bushes, however the detour
back via my track was not lengthy, and No. 4 was soon found.

The full map used at the event
showing much of what is now
‘Long Valley North’.

The route to No. 5 was uphill via a track and the country seemed to become more open. From 5
to 6 in fact I did not bother about tracks but steered a direct compass course diagonally up a
slope through open forest. It was not properly dark and would have been a very bright moonlit
night but for continuous cloud. On the hilltop the trees had been cleared, and so apparently had
the topsoil. There were deep ruts and small depressions all over the place. However the going
was good in spite of the ruts and No. 6 appeared just as I was beginning to wonder.
For the rest of the course it was much the same, bearing and distance, either direct or along the
nearest available track. Geographical features were on the whole rather difficult to identify. One
competitor failed to identify a stream until he was waist deep in it, and I did not see a hill until I
was almost at the foot of it. From No. 4 to the finish I did not see another competitor or their
lights, yet we must have been fairly close on occasions. At No. 9 Terry spoke to me from the
darkness and I nearly had a spasm but he was only wanting to know if all control lights were
working.
I thoroughly enjoyed my first night event and for what its worth, concluded that a) bearing and
distance work is very important at night; b) geographical features are hard to identify; c) it seems
quicker to walk.
With regard to lights, I definitely had more light than was strictly necessary, but then it was a light
night and I did not get lost. I think I will take the same kit next time. Some people managed with
bicycle lamps and pocket torches very successfully but I think I would rather have too much light
than too little.

Your 2018-2019 Committee
Chairman:
Secretary:
Fixtures Secretary:
Treasurer:
Development Officer:
Membership Secretary:
4 Committee Members:

Simon Moore
chairman@bko.org.uk
Derick Mercer
secretary@bko.org.uk
Andy Parry
fixtures@bko.org.uk
Peter Entwistle
treasurer@bko.org.uk
- - - - Vacant - - - Ian Hudson
membership@bko.org.uk
Fiona Clough, David Jukes, Brian Sewell, and Mark Foxwell
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Summer Picnic - South Hill Park
11 August 2018
Celebrating 50 years of orienteering
in Berkshire

Sue Hunt
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Lakes 5 Days
29th July - 3rd
August

(Photos: Andy Johnson)

Mark Saunders

Fiona Clough

Dick Rae

Denise Harper
London City Race
15th September 2018
The City and South Bank
(Photos by Steve Rush)
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